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Abstract

Estimates of global and national emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) are important for scientific understanding and
public policy on global climate change. Estimates published annually often see revisions of estimates from previous
years. Revisions of data on CO2 emissions reflect revisions of the energy data from which CO2 emissions are
estimated. Learning is taking place as missing values are compiled, estimated values are revised, and data
management systems are updated. Revisions are a frequent feature of the database. Revisions are widespread among
countries, commodities, and transactions. We have examined 11 annual reports of the United Nations Energy
Statistics Database (those published from 2010 to 2020) to see in the detailed statistics what values are being
changed and what are the magnitudes and patterns of change. They are most common in recent years, among
developed countries, and among data on liquid fuels. Revisions are generally small and there are no indications of
systematic manipulation or bias. Revisions of specific numbers are believed to represent improvements in accuracy
but lack of revisions does not point toward accuracy. This examination of revisions does not permit by itself a
quantitative estimate of the data uncertainty but it does suggest that the estimates of global and national totals of CO2

emissions are generally consistent and that both absolute values and trends are reliable over time and sufficiently
accurate for scientific understanding and public policy.

Impact Statement

The United Nations energy statistics have been published, with annual revisions, since 1950 (see, for example,
UN, 2021). The data are widely used for both historical perspective and for policy planning and analysis. The
question posed is whether the data are sufficiently accurate for reliable planning and monitoring. What are the
magnitudes and types of revisions that are presented in the annual updates? Are there countries or sectors of
energy data that are particularly prone to frequent or large-magnitude revisions? Review of the data shows that
revisions arewidespread among sectors and countries. The revisions represent learning asmore data are collected
and refined and revisions are frequent but generally small. We conclude that the data are sufficiently consistent
and reliable for important analyses.
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1. Introduction

Estimates of global and national emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) to the atmosphere are made regularly
as part of the process of monitoring progress and commitments for mitigation of global climate change
and for improving our understanding of the global carbon cycle. Many estimates of emissions are updated
and revised annually. We are interested in the accuracy of these estimates and in knowing that they are
sufficiently accurate to provide reliable monitoring. We are interested in the importance of the periodic
revisions and the learning that they represent. How might estimates made now be altered by future data
collection and learning? Our focus in this analysis is to understand what factors are leading to revisions of
earlier estimates, what kind of learning is represented in revised annual estimates, and what revisions can
tell us about the accuracy of the most recent estimates?

Monitoring greenhouse gas emissions is essential to track progress toward emission-reduction targets
and to provide essential information for climate modeling exercises. Of the greenhouse gases, the largest
source of anthropogenic emissions is the release of CO2 from the combustion of fossil fuels. This fossil-
fuel-derived CO2 directly influences the global carbon cycle (Friedlingstein et al., 2022) and hence the
global climate system. It impacts both human and natural systems. Accurate, consistent estimates of
global CO2 emissions, and an appreciation for the uncertainty within the estimates, are needed to fully
characterize the impacts that human society is having on the climate and to guide national and
international policy-making with regard to reducing CO2 emissions.

Most fossil-fuel-related CO2 emissions inventories rely on statistics on the production, consumption,
processing, and trade of fossil fuel products for energy and non-energy uses rather than on direct
measurements of emissions (Andres et al., 2012). These energy statistics are typically collected via
annual questionnaires from different international and national agencies such as the United Nations (e.g.
UN, 2021), the International Energy Agency (IEA) (2022), and the US Energy Information Administra-
tion (US/EIA, 2022). Some private corporations, such as BP, also produce data on commodities used for
energy globally. Although these individual energy datasets are similar, comparisons among them are
challenging because of different foci, assumptions, comprehensive data availability, and the degree to
which datasets are revised over time (Marland et al., 2009; Andrew, 2020). Each of these factors also
contributes to the challenge of estimating uncertainty for energy data and the derived estimates of CO2

emissions. We can gain insight on uncertainty by comparing multiple estimates from different analysts
and by comparing year-to-year revisions from a single analytical team.

The IPCC (2022, 2–11) notes that “reporting uncertainties is crucial in order to understand whether
available estimates are sufficiently robust to answer policy questions”. Andrew (2020) and Solazzo et al.
(2021) provide recent analyses across multiple datasets of CO2 emissions and show the challenges and
limitations of comparing datasets. Both the Andrew and Solazzo et al. analyses concluded that, with
careful attention to system boundaries, national estimates of CO2 from fossil-fuel combustion have
uncertainty typically in the 5-10% range, with higher values for less developed countries. Andrew (2020)
notes that the multiple international datasets share some data sources and are not completely independent.

When estimates of CO2 emissions are updated annually using the same methods and the same data
sources, they offer an opportunity for deriving useful information on uncertainty. Marland et al. (2009)
wrote, for example, “We expect revisions to reflect learning and convergence toward more complete and
accurate estimates “. Hamal (2010) analyzed year-to-year revisions in emissions estimates as a vehicle for
exploring the uncertainty in the emissions estimates. She noted that changes in emissions estimates that
are recalculated annually occur due to structural changes in the consumption of fossil fuels, to methodo-
logical refinements in accounting, and to increases in knowledge, that is, learning. Hamal acknowledged
that because estimating CO2 emissions requires only knowledge of fossil-fuel use, the chemical charac-
teristics of fossil fuels and their oxidized amounts; annual revisions to fossil CO2 emission estimates do
not change drastically from the initial reported values. However, these changes can be important for
monitoring commitments and for trading of emissions quotas. Marland et al. (2009) concluded similarly
that although estimates of emissions have greater uncertainty than is often recognized, “we can have
reasonable confidence in both the absolute values and current trends.”
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Andres et al. (2014) noted the importance of recognizing the uncertainty of CO2 emissions inventories
for understanding the global carbon cycle and used repeat inventories as one tool for evaluating
uncertainty. They commented on the importance of the full revised time series because it represents
the highest quality and most complete data for each year. Jarnicka and Zebrowski (2019) used an analysis
of successive revisions to explore learning in emissions estimates from 15 European Union countries.
They too considered the most recent revision of national emissions to be the most accurate estimates and
compared these with the evolution from previous versions of the dataset. They concluded that there is a
need for further reduction in the uncertainty of emissions inventories by individual countries.

Hoesly and Smith (2018) looked at repeat inventories, not of CO2 emissions but of the energy
consumption estimates, by fuel type, that immediately precede the calculation of CO2 emissions
estimates. They examined data on 63 countries in 17 annual reports of the BP Statistical Review of
World Energy (e.g., BP, 2022). Hoesly and Smith found that 70% of non-zero data points were revised in
the first year after initial publication. They found that in this revision data points changed bymostly small
amounts. Although increases in energy consumption occurred more frequently, decreases tended to be
larger. In the second-year revisions 26% of values were revised, and in the third-year revisions 13%were
revised. The frequency and magnitude of changes varied by country and fuel with near-term changes
tending slightly larger and more frequent for petroleum fuels and for non-OECD countries.

The analyses discussed above have used repeated inventories to analyze the uncertainty of CO2

emissions inventories or of energy consumption statistics at a very aggregate level, such as total solid fuel
consumption in a country or CO2 emissions from solid fuels in a country. But CO2 emissions from solid
fuel consumption for a country, for example, are often based on apparent consumption which is generally
estimated as the sum of production and imports, subtracting out exports and changes in stocks on hand,
and adjusting for any fuels used for international commerce (bunker fuels). Although the aggregate
information reveals that there are changes that are occurring at the country or global level, they do not
allow for additional information and learning with regard to what specific data are changing, and perhaps
why.When a fossil CO2 emission estimate is changed, is this a change in reporting methods, the inclusion
of additional data not readily available in the previous edition, or random errors along the data collection
process? What can we learn from investigating the details of change in multiple editions of energy
statistics, and what are the implications for the estimation of fossil CO2 emissions in the near-term and the
long-term? Can we anticipate how today’s estimates of emissions will ultimately be altered by successive
revisions in the input data?

The goal of this study is to explore the revisions that occur in the annual updates of the United Nations
Energy Statistics Database (UNESD). Gilfillan and Marland (2021) have used the UNESD to provide an
annual update of CO2 emissions estimates, by country, through 2019 - continuing a long series of annual
updates. These annual updates use the UN data for the most recent year and show revisions at both the
national and global levels for CO2 emissions in previous years (Table 1). We explored these revisions at
the level of the detail of the UN Energy Statistics. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first investigation
that uses the fully disaggregated energy data to explore changes in energy statistics and the potential

Table 1. Estimates of CO2 emissions (in MtC) from fossil fuel consumption in 2014 as estimated
initially in 2016 and as revised in 3 successive annual versions of the CDIAC-FF CO2 emissions

dataset (see Gilfillan and Marland, 2021; Hefner and Marland, 2022; etc.)

2019 2018 2017 2016

World 9,024 9,019 9,024 9,047
China 2,468 2,468 2,468 2,468
U.S. 1,414 1,414 1,424 1,322
Japan 324 321 322 323

Note. Data are shown here for the global sum of all countries + bunker fuels and for 3 countries with emissions totals that are large enough to
significantly impact the global sum (i.e., the first, second, and fifth largest national emitters in 2019).
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repercussions on current estimates of fossil CO2 emissions. We identified systematic changes to the
reporting methodology that influenced large-scale revisions, but we also explored what countries, fuel
types, and energy flows are dominant in the annual revision process. Where is learning taking place and
what influence does this have on global and national estimates of CO2 emissions? We also analyzed
country-level data to determine whether there are identifiable patterns in the behavior of countries with
respect to the reporting and subsequent revision of energy data.

The UN energy data are largely survey-based (using some official datasets) and hence continually
subject to revision as more data are collected or discovered. For this analysis, we used 11 versions of the
annual UN Energy Statistics Database, the versions issued in 2010 through 2020. Because of the time
required to assemble final, annual data for 200+ countries, there is typically a 2 or 3-year lag between the
end of a calendar year and the first reporting of final energy data by the UN. Thus the Database published
in 2020 has, generally, the initial complete publication for data through 2018. To illustrate the impact of
revisions on annual CO2 emissions estimates Table 1 shows some emissions estimates for 2014 based on
the data first reported in 2016 and then as the energy data were revised in 3 subsequent annual revisions of
the energy database. The example of Table 1 signals the conclusions that at the aggregate level revisions of
energy data extend overmultiple years, are generally small with a small impact on estimates of global CO2

emissions, vary among countries, and are concentrated in the early years after initial reporting.We explore
these revisions at the disaggregated level of the U.N. Energy Statistics Database.

2. Methods

2.1. The UN EnergyStatistics Database

TheUNESD ismaintained by theUnitedNations Statistics Division (UNSD) and catalogs the production,
trade, transformation, and use of solid, liquid, and gaseous fuels, electricity, and heat for all countries. The
data are maintained back to 1950. The data are collected largely via an annual questionnaire submitted to
every country but include some data from official datasets. New entries are sought annually as are
revisions to previous entries and completion of missing values. The UNSD asks each year for revised data
from recent years but does not call for revisions back to the beginning of the dataset. When final data are
sought for a given year, the UNSD now encourages countries to also enter data for more recent years even
if it is provisional and subject to revision (see more below). Table 2 outlines the relevant fuels and fuel
products that are involved for the estimation of fossil-fuel-related CO2 emissions: 12 solid fuel categories,

Table 2. Fuels and fuel products with CO2-relevant data in the UN Energy Statistics Database

Fuel class Commodities Units of measure

Primary solid Hard coal, brown coal, peat, oil shale/oil sands metric tons
Secondary solid Coke oven coke, brown coal briquettes, patent fuel, gas coke,

brown coal coke, coal tar, other coal products, peat products
metric tons

Primary liquid Conventional crude oil, natural gas liquids, and other hydrocarbons metric tons
Secondary liquid Aviation gasoline, motor gasoline, gasoline-type jet fuel, kerosene,

kerosene-type jet fuel, other kerosene, gas oil/diesel oil, fuel oil,
liquefied petroleum gases, ethane, refinery feedstocks, plant
condensate, natural gasoline, naphtha, white spirits and SBP
industrial spirits, lubricants, bitumen, paraffin waxes, petroleum
coke, other oil products

metric tons

Primary gas Natural gas (including liquid natural gas) terajoules
Secondary gas Refinery gasa, coke oven gas, blast furnace gas, gas works gas,

other recovered gases
terajoules

aRefinery gas is traditionally measured in mass units and is often treated as a secondary liquid.
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23 fuel categories for liquid commodities, and six for gaseous commodities. For each commodity, the
dataset reports production, imports, exports, stock changes, gases flared and vented, quantities used for
non-energy uses, and quantities loaded for international marine and aviation bunkers. As noted above, the
time required for complete data acquisition and management typically results in a lag of 2 to 3 years
between the end of a calendar year and the initial publication of sufficiently final data for that year.

The edition of the UNESD published in 2020 included over 1.8 million data points up through 2018,
each data point with year, country, commodity, transaction, units of measure, and quantity. Of these 1.8
million data points, 438,683 entries are relevant to the oxidation of fossil fuels, as used by Gilfillan and
Marland to estimate CO2 emissions, and the rest describe other fuels and energy media. Of the 438,683
relevant values for the 2020 publication 421,838 were unchanged from the previous year, 7206 had the
value changed from the previous year’s report, and 9639 were new entries. We distinguish between the
publication year, the inventory year – the most recent year with complete, final data - and the emission
year – the year in which the CO2 emission or fuel transaction occurred. Thus the database published in
2020 has publication year 2020, includes complete data through inventory year 2018, and reports themost
recent values for transactions that occurred in emission years 1950 to 2018 (see section 2.3 below). The
analyses in this paper are based on 11 versions of the UNESD: publication year 2010 through publication
year 2020. All of these include data beginning for emissions year 1950.

2.2. Defining revisions

Revisions in the UNESD are considered to be changes in the quantity of a data point. This includes
additions, deletions, and quantity changes. Additions are entries added for past years in a new release of
the database. In essence, the quantity goes from zero to a given value. Deletions are entries taken out from
the previous database and represent an entry going from some value to a quantity of zero. Quantity
changes are entries that existed in a previous database but the quantity is changed in a subsequent
inventory. Additions are positive, deletions are negative, and quantity changes can be positive or negative
depending on the change in value. As noted above, since the 2017 publication the database has sometimes
reported preliminary values for years more recent than the complete inventory year and these are
considered to be new entries that are subject to revision in subsequent years.

2.3. Defining the publication year, inventory year, and the emissions year

We thus categorize revisions by the publication year (the year the inventory was published), the inventory
year (the most recent year for which there is a final, complete dataset), by the year during which the
transaction or emission occurred (the emissions year), and by the age of the data entry that was revised.
The age of an entry refers to the difference in years between the inventory year and the emission year. New
entries to the database start with an age of 0. Thus a transaction for year 2018 will generally first appear in
publication year 2020 with an age of zero, whereas a transaction for emissions year 2012 which is revised
in publication year 2020will have an age of 6 (2018-2012) years and a transaction for emissions year 2011
which was revised in publication year 2020 will have an age of 7 years (2018-2011). We define historic
revisions as revisionsmade to entries whose agewas greater than or equal to 10 years. Near-term revisions
are revisions made to entries less than 10 years old.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Administrative changes in the 2011 United Nations Energy Statistics Database

Revisions in the UNESD can be influenced by both revisions in country-level reporting as well as by
coding changes within the UN Statistics Division. In our review of the 11 available annual versions of the
UNESD, we observed one minor reorganization in the data presentation with some noticeable impact. In
February 2011 the UN adopted the International Recommendations for Energy Statistics (IRES). The aim
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of the IRES was to “provide a comprehensive methodological framework for the collection, compilation,
and dissemination of energy statistics in all countries irrespective of the level of development of their
statistical system.” (UN, 2018) The IRES came as a result of work done by the Oslo City Group (see
Statistics Norway, 2021), an international working group started in 2005 by the UN to further develop
energy statistics and standards. The impacts of these methodological changes are visible in some of the
commodity and transaction codes of the UN energy statistics, as discussed below. As an example, the
dataset for inventory year 2010 had 3442 entries for plant condensate, natural gas liquids, and natural
gasoline and we were able to match many of these to similar transactions but under a different commodity
code (also labeled natural gas liquids) in the 2011 dataset. Similarly, use of the code for brown coal coke
was much reduced after the 2010 dataset. Consequently Table 3 below shows in 2011 an unusually large
number of revisions, including many revisions of historic data with ages greater than or equal to 10 years.
Similarly, Table 4 shows a very large number of new entries in the 2011 dataset versus the 2010 dataset.

Table 3 summarizes the number of revisions observed as a function of the year the data were first
published (the inventory year) and the age of the data entries that were revised. The table shows, for
example, that in inventory year 2009, therewere 1244 revisions to datawith an age of 1 year, 909 revisions
to data with an age of 2 years, and so on out to 2785 revisions to data with an age of 10 or more years; for a
total of 8091 revisions. Note that in the 3 most recent years the dataset included preliminary values for the
most recent year (i.e., preliminary values for 2017 entered in the database for inventory year 2016) so that
these values were often revised in spite of the fact that they had an apparent age of 0. Although Table 3
shows the number of changed values, Table 4 shows the number of new entries to the dataset each year.

Entries in the UNESD can either be added, deleted, or changed after initial publication. Figure 1 shows
the summation of revisions for additions, deletions, and quantity changes for subsequent years of the
UNESD. For UN2008, for example, the figure shows the number of revisions to the 2008 dataset after
1 year, cumulatively after 2 years, etc. The figure shows, for example, that for inventory year 2008 data there
were a relatively small number of revisions in the first following year, a relatively small number again in the
second following year, a very large number of revisions in the third following year (inventory year 2011),
and again relatively small numbers of revisions in all later years. Likewise, for the inventory year of 2009 the

Table 3. The number of value changes in the annual versions of the United Nations Energy Statistics
Database as a function of the inventory year and the age of the data entries that were changed

Inventory
year

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 SUM

Data Age
(years)

(Changes to
preliminary data)

1,720 1,826 1,509 5,055

1 1,244 1,461 1,780 1,017 1,253 152 1,466 1,256 1,563 969 12,161
2 909 918 1,162 688 818 941 972 635 844 753 8,640
3 800 747 1,013 543 627 752 809 543 608 569 7,011
4 729 644 968 413 485 658 763 463 572 535 6,230
5 688 575 486 350 428 580 248 428 373 397 4,553
6 258 182 361 199 144 353 141 241 312 314 2,505
7 232 125 300 154 147 305 110 193 231 316 2,113
8 223 119 309 98 128 298 139 133 243 235 1,925
9 223 111 284 104 62 296 138 164 185 167 1,734
10+ 2,785 1,712 6,520 616 1,340 3,703 2,257 1,500 2,018 1,442 23,893
SUM 8,091 6,594 13,183 4,182 5,432 8,038 7,043 7,276 8,775 7,206 75,820

Note. See the text for an explanation of preliminary data entries in the 3 most recent years shown.
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Table 4. The number of additional data entries in successive versions of the United Nations Energy Statistics Database

Inventory year

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 SUM

Data Age
(years)

(Preliminary data) 2,530 2,487 2,690 3,303 11,010
(New data entries) 8,312 8,540 8,292 8,365 8,417 8,283 8,342 5,532 5,347 4,880 74,310
1 269 266 859 200 348 220 267 297 197 193 3,116
2 268 221 840 191 250 143 140 190 150 138 2,531
3 222 204 837 194 267 140 116 139 93 115 2,327
4 244 183 788 156 162 114 100 114 83 119 2,063
5 198 179 671 131 159 135 45 74 30 87 1,709
6 66 80 654 46 50 96 33 46 30 64 1,165
7 60 66 644 51 51 89 38 48 106 64 1,217
8 60 60 622 45 50 87 35 36 102 59 1,156
9 57 56 621 33 44 84 37 47 102 54 1,135
10+ 1,371 860 23,122 533 1,007 1,848 655 423 3,225 563 33,607
SUM 11,127 10,715 37,950 9,945 10,805 11,239 12,338 9,433 12,155 9,639 135,346

Note. Columns are for the inventory years and the data age represents the number of years in which that year has a previous estimate to compare. Thus, for example, the data for 2009 had 8312 additional values added in the
inventory year. Note again the last 4 years include preliminary entries for years more recent than the inventory year.
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figure shows the cumulative number of revisions after successive inventories up to n = 9 years in inventory
year 2020 with a very large number of revisions in the second year. A new edition of the database becomes
increasingly less like the initial release as revisions accumulate in each successive year.

From Figure 1 it is clear that a very large number of revisions took place in 2011. Most of the deletions
and a large fraction of observed additions can be attributed to the methodological changes in inventory
year 2011 as described above. After 2011 revisions are mostly changes in values rather than deletions or
additions and the pattern of the number of value changes is relatively constant over time, including
through 2011. Reallocating fuel types to new categories is responsible for this pattern of revisions in 2011
andmost of the changes can be tracked through the transition. In sum, 47.8% of all revisions from 2011 to
2018 were revisions in the 2011 UNESD data, compared to 10.0% for the 2012 UNESD data or 9.6% for
the 2013 UNESD data.

As a consequence of the large number of changes following the methodological change in 2011, the
remainder of this analysis examines only revisions in data after inventory year 2011.

3.2 Patterns of revisions

Of all UNESD observations that are employed in the estimation of the fossil CO2 emissions dataset
CDIAC-FF (seeGilfillan andMarland, 2021; Hefner andMarland, 2022) for the 2011-2018 editions, only
3.3 % of entries were revised from the last preceding database. In the 2015 CDIAC-FF CO2 emissions
dataset, preliminary entries for the year 2016 began showing up, that is, 2016 transactions in the 2015
inventory year dataset. Of these preliminary values 42.3% of the early estimate observations were revised
in the next edition year; these revisions of early preliminary data represented 6.7 % of all revisions.

Most near-term revisions occurred in the first update (see Figure 2), and these accounted for 14.9% of
all revisions. The number or revisions then decreased in subsequent years with 11.3 % of all revisions
occurring in the second update, 9.5% in the third, and 8.4% in the fourth. A total of 28.6% of all revisions

Figure 1. Count of additions (orange), deletions (red), and quantity changes (turquoise) in successive
editions of the UNESD beginning with the 2010 publication (inventory year 2008). Notice that when the
2011 inventory is compared to previous editions, there is a significant jump in deletions and additions
(year 3 in the UN2008 panel, year 2 in the UN2009 panel, and year 1 in the UN2010 panel), noting the
administrative changes in the dataset that occurred in inventory year 2011.
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were historic revisions, values revised in the tenth and later years following initial reporting. This
decreasing trend of the frequency of revisions over time is similar to what has been reported for other
energy statistics (e.g., Hoesly and Smith, 2018).

Most revisions involved liquid fuel commodities (79.7% of all revisions) (see Figure 2), with 23.2 % of
all revisions being historic revisions of liquid fuel data. Of course there are many more liquid fuel
commodities so even if emissions were randomly associated with commodities it would be expected that
revisions of liquid fuel data would be the most frequent. If revisions are randomly associated with
commodities it is not unexpected that revisions of liquid fuel data are the most frequent. Of all revisions
11.8%were for solid fuels and 8.4% for gaseous fuels. The commoditieswith themost revisionswere diesel
oil (11.0%), kerosene-type jet fuel (10.0%), natural gas (8.3%), fuel oil (8.2%), andmotor gasoline (7.9%).

Data on imports represented the largest portion of revisions by type of transaction (36.6 % of
revisions), and this was followed by the transaction “changes in stocks” (16.6 % of revisions).

Figure 3 summarizes the addition of new entries for five recent inventory years. These additions are
dominated by data on liquid fuel imports. Additions are most frequent for recent years and typically extend
back for 30 years. A departure from this pattern is observed for inventory year 2017 at which time there was
a very large introduction of import data for liquids extending back to the beginning of the dataset in 1950.

Although there is no clear pattern in the data series revised, some countries submitted notably more
revisions than others. The countries that provided revised data the most frequently were (in descending
order) the Netherlands, Japan, Canada, United States, Austria, and the United Kingdom. Canada revised
their near term data the most frequently, whereas the Netherlands revised their historic solid and gas data
the most frequently and Japan revised their historic liquid fuel data the most frequently. Revisions are
widespread among countries and the top ten countries accounted for 17% of revisions to historic entries
and 18% of revisions to near term entries.

The frequency of changes in fossil fuel data shows that revisions are most common for developed
countries, that is, for countries with mature data management systems and continuing resources and
attention committed to fuel transactions and the complexities of collecting andmanaging complex data on

Figure 2. The count of revisions based on fuel type and the age of the data entry, or number of times an
observation has the potential to be revised. Observations are separated by fuel type (see Table 2). Unique
revisions from year 2011 to 2018 (n=48,515) are included.
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manifold commodities andmanifold transactions. Developed countries tend to havemore than oneway to
estimate or cross-check data points and these emerge on different temporal scales. Many countries simply
do not have the capacity and resources to revise their reporting because they do not have parallel data
streams and the capacity to go back and double-check against later data sources. Furthermore, developed
countries listed inAnnex I of theKyoto Protocol are obliged to check and recheck their historical data. The
frequency of changes helps to characterize the intensity with which commodities and transactions are
being monitored and it identifies different behaviors in the data management of different countries. The
absolute magnitude and direction of changes influence the end result that we are focused on: estimates of
fossil-fuel related CO2 emissions. But we note that large number of data points that are not revised say
little about how accurate those data points are.

To provide amplitude scalewe list here, by fuel category, the largest revisions observed in theUN energy
data. The largest revision observed in the 2011-2018 inventory year datasets resulting in an increase of solid
fuel consumption was for coal in China in 2012; the estimate of coal produced was 300 million metric tons
higher in this first update of the 2011 numbers. The largest observed decrease for solid fuels was also for
China, with a decrease of 224millionmetric tons in coal production in 2009 (For further insight onChinese
coal data see alsoKorsbakken et al., 2016). To put these into perspectivewith regard toCO2 emissions these
changes represent an initial underestimate of China’s 2012 CO2 emissions by 226 MtC, and an initial
overestimate of emissions from coal production in 2009 by 169 MtC. For liquid fuels, the largest increase
observedwas 17.1millionmetric tons of imported crude oil in 2009 in Singapore in the fifth update, and the
largest observed decrease was in Saudi Arabia, a 40 million metric ton decrease in diesel fuel imports in
2017 (a revision of the preliminary estimate in the inventory year 2016 dataset and clearly correction of a
typographical error). The largest revision increase for gaseous fuels was the first update to Russia’s 2017
natural gas exports (by 590 PJ), whereas the largest decrease was of Germany’s preliminary estimate of

Figure 3. Additions to the UNESD dataset in each of the inventory years 2015 to 2019 according to the
age of the year to which additions were made. The number of additions is seen to decline with time in a
pattern that is characteristic of 4 of the inventory years shown. The dominant transaction for additions
was liquid fuel imports.
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Figure 4. Net revisions for each year for the sum of all of the solid, liquid, and gaseous fuel commodities
by transaction category; and for the global effect on fuel consumption and thus on CO2 emissions. Thus
the value shown for imports of solid fuels for a given year is the sum of the revisions for each of the solid
fuels for the year shown on the horizontal axis. For the vertical axis the values shown are in thousand
metric tons of fuel commodity for solid and liquid fuels and in terajoules for gaseous fuels.
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exports of natural gas (1.27EJ) for 2018 (in the UNESD inventory year 2017). The underestimate of
Singapore’s import value for liquid fuels would represent 14.3 MtC emissions in 2009 and the Russian
overestimate of its 2017 emissions from gaseous fuels would represent 7.9 MtC.

To illustrate the relative magnitude of data revisions Figure 4 summarizes for each fuel group the net
magnitude of revisions, by transaction type, and the net contribution to revision of the estimates of the
global total fuel consumption and thus of CO2 emissions. For solid fuels it was revisions to production
data, followed by changes in stocks, that have had the greatest impact on global fuel consumption
estimates. For gaseous fuels it was also revisions of data on production that have had the greatest effect on
global fuel consumption estimates. For liquid fuels all of the transaction types have had revisions that
contributed to changes in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions estimates, but no transaction has
dominated and all of the contributions have been small. Changes have been both positive and negative
with respect to the global sum of fuel consumption.

4. Conclusions

National and global estimates of CO2 emissions are generally based on statistics on the consumption
of fossil fuel products. For countries and for the global total of emissions, these estimates rely on
energy statistics such as those compiled annually by agencies such as the UNSD. For the UN, with
statistics on over 200 countries, data collection and processing result in a lag on the order of 2 years
between the end of a calendar year and publication of complete, final, detailed statistics. All of these
data are subject to addition and revision over time as learning and continuing data collection provide
ever more, and presumably more accurate, data. We are interested in where (both geographically and
in terms of fuel processing and use) this learning takes place and how it affects our estimates of CO2

emissions. Are current estimates of CO2 emissions based on UN data sufficiently accurate to support
public policy and our understanding of pending climate change? Is learning likely to alter current
understanding?

Examination of the differences among 11 successive annual releases of energy data from the United
Nations Statistics Office shows that learning and updates over time result in a very large number of
revisions to the energy data. These revisions are widely scattered among countries and among fuel
transactions as learning takes place broadly, but the revisions are generally small and represent refine-
ments rather than systematic inconsistencies and/or disruptions of data series. Most revisions occur in the
earliest years following original data publication but revisions back to the 1950 origin of the dataset can
occur. Development of refinements in data processing andmanagement can result in changes to the details
of the dataset that are logical and transparent.

Analyzing energy data at a disaggregated level allows for a deeper understanding of how CO2

emissions estimates are changed for an emissions year as new information is reported. Updates and other
revisions are more frequent in developed countries with expected good data management systems and
available resources for data collection and management. Revisions among many fuel types occur
throughout the chain of fuel production, processing, trade, and consumption. The transaction with the
most frequent revisions is imports. But, there is no systematic point where data are routinely revised.
Identifying specific data trends within specific countries with regard to revisions is hard to discern but this
analysis did not reveal any glaring country-level inconsistencies or biases.

Our analysis does not lead to a quantitative estimate of the accuracy of CO2 emissions estimates but it
has permitted us to examine the evolution and consistency of the extensiveUN energy input data on global
energy production, processing, trade, and consumption. Revisions and additions over time are presumed
to reduce uncertainty and there is no indication of systematic changes or bias. Although revisions
presumably reflect learning and improvements in accuracy a lack of revisions does not point to accuracy.
We believe that estimates of global and national totals of CO2 emissions and the energy data onwhich they
rely are generally consistent and that both absolute values and trends are reliable over time and sufficiently
accurate for scientific understanding and public policy.
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